Why I’m no longer talking to white
people about race

For years, racism has been defined by the violence of far-right extremists,
but a more insidious kind of prejudice can be found where many least
expect it – at the heart of respectable society

by Reni Eddo-Lodge
31 May 2017
On 22 February 2014, I published a post on my blog. I titled it “Why I’m No Longer
Talking to White People about Race”. It read: “I’m no longer engaging with white
people on the topic of race. Not all white people, just the vast majority who refuse to
accept the existence of structural racism and its symptoms. I can no longer engage with
the gulf of an emotional disconnect that white people display when a person of colour
articulates their experience. You can see their eyes shut down and harden. It’s like
treacle is poured into their ears, blocking up their ear canals. It’s like they can no longer
hear us.
“This emotional disconnect is the conclusion of living a life oblivious to the fact that
their skin colour is the norm and all others deviate from it.
“At best, white people have been taught not to mention that people of colour are
“different” in case it offends us. They truly believe that the experiences of their life as
a result of their skin colour can and should be universal. I just can’t engage with the
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bewilderment and the defensiveness as they try to grapple with the fact that not
everyone experiences the world in the way that they do.
“They’ve never had to think about what it means, in power terms, to be white, so any
time they’re vaguely reminded of this fact, they interpret it as an affront. Their eyes
glaze over in boredom or widen in indignation. Their mouths start twitching as they
get defensive. Their throats open up as they try to interrupt, itching to talk over you
but not to really listen, because they need to let you know that you’ve got it wrong.
“The journey towards understanding structural racism still requires people of colour
to prioritise white feelings. Even if they can hear you, they’re not really listening. It’s
like something happens to the words as they leave our mouths and reach their ears.
The words hit a barrier of denial and they don’t get any further.
“That’s the emotional disconnect. It’s not really surprising, because they’ve never
known what it means to embrace a person of colour as a true equal, with thoughts and
feelings that are as valid as their own. Watching [the documentary] The Color of Fear
by Lee Mun Wah, I saw people of colour break down in tears as they struggled to
convince a defiant white man that his words were enforcing and perpetuating a white
racist standard on them. All the while he stared obliviously, completely confused by
this pain, at best trivialising it, at worst ridiculing it.
“I’ve written before about this white denial being the ubiquitous politics of race that
operates on its inherent invisibility. So I can’t talk to white people about race any more
because of the consequent denials, awkward cartwheels and mental acrobatics that
they display when this is brought to their attention. Who really wants to be alerted to
a structural system that benefits them at the expense of others?
“I can no longer have this conversation, because we’re often coming at it from
completely different places. I can’t have a conversation with them about the details of
a problem if they don’t even recognise that the problem exists. Worse still is the white
person who might be willing to entertain the possibility of said racism, but who thinks
we enter this conversation as equals. We don’t.
“Not to mention that entering into conversation with defiant white people is a frankly
dangerous task for me. As the hackles rise and the defiance grows, I have to tread
incredibly carefully, because if I express frustration, anger or exasperation at their
refusal to understand, they will tap into their presubscribed racist tropes about angry
black people who are a threat to them and their safety. It’s very likely that they’ll then
paint me as a bully or an abuser. It’s also likely that their white friends will rally round
them, rewrite history and make lies the truth. Trying to engage with them and navigate
their racism is not worth that.
“Amid every conversation about Nice White People feeling silenced by conversations
about race, there is a sort of ironic and glaring lack of understanding or empathy for
those of us who have been visibly marked out as different for our entire lives, and live
the consequences. It’s truly a lifetime of self-censorship that people of colour have to
live. The options are: speak your truth and face the reprisals, or bite your tongue and
get ahead in life. It must be a strange life, always having permission to speak and
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feeling indignant when you’re finally asked to listen. It stems from white people’s
never-questioned entitlement, I suppose.
“I cannot continue to emotionally exhaust myself trying to get this message across,
while also toeing a very precarious line that tries not to implicate any one white person
in their role of perpetuating structural racism, lest they character-assassinate me.
“So I’m no longer talking to white people about race. I don’t have a huge amount of
power to change the way the world works, but I can set boundaries. I can halt the
entitlement they feel towards me and I’ll start that by stopping the conversation. The
balance is too far swung in their favour. Their intent is often not to listen or learn, but
to exert their power, to prove me wrong, to emotionally drain me, and to rebalance the
status quo. I’m not talking to white people about race unless I absolutely have to. If
there’s something like a media or conference appearance that means that someone
might hear what I’m saying and feel less alone, then I’ll participate. But I’m no longer
dealing with people who don’t want to hear it, wish to ridicule it and, frankly, don’t
deserve it.”
After I pressed publish, the blogpost took on a life of its own. Years later, I still meet
new people, in different countries and different situations, who tell me that they have
read it. In 2014, as the post was being linked to all over the internet, I braced myself
for the usual slew of racist comments. But the response was so markedly different that
it surprised me.
I was three years old when the black student Stephen Lawrence was murdered, and I
was 22 when two of his killers were convicted and jailed. Stephen’s mother Doreen
Lawrence’s struggle for justice stretched out alongside the timeline of my childhood.
Reports of the case were some of the only TV news bulletins I remember absorbing as
a child. A vicious racist attack, a black boy stabbed and bleeding to death, a mother
desperate for justice. His death haunted me. I began to lose faith in the system.
I used to have a feeling, a vague sense of security in the back of my mind, that if I
returned home one day to find my belongings ransacked and my valuables gone, I
could call the police and they would help me. But if this case taught me anything, it
was that there are occasions when the police cannot be trusted to act fairly.
On the evening of 22 April 1993, 18-year-old Stephen Lawrence left his uncle’s house
in Plumstead, south-east London, with his friend Duwayne Brooks. As the two friends
waited at a bus stop, Lawrence started crossing the road to see if the bus was coming.
He didn’t make it to the other side. He was confronted by a gang of young white men
around his age, who surrounded him as they approached. Lawrence was set upon, and
stabbed repeatedly. Brooks fled, and Lawrence followed, running more than 100
metres before collapsing. He bled to death on the road.
A day after Lawrence’s death, a letter listing the names of the people who turned out
to be the top suspects in the case was left in a telephone box near the bus stop. In the
following months, that letter led to surveillance and arrests. Two people were charged.
But by the end of July 1993, all the charges against them had been dropped. The
Metropolitan police had concluded that evidence from Brooks, the only witness to the
crime, was not reliable.
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Four years later, an inquest delivered a verdict of unlawful killing in an “unprovoked
racist attack”. After an official representation to the Police Complaints Authority from
Lawrence’s parents, the Kent police force was tasked with launching an investigation
into the Met’s conduct, in March 1997. The result, nine months later, would
find “significant weaknesses, omissions and lost opportunities” in the way the Met
dealt with the investigation of Stephen Lawrence’s death.
In July 1997, Jack Straw, who was then home secretary, announced that there would
be a judicial inquiry into Lawrence’s death and the subsequent Met investigation. It
was to be chaired by the high court judge Sir William Macpherson.

Neville and Doreen Lawrence at the press conference following the 1999 Macpherson inquiry report
into their son Stephen Lawrence’s murder. Photograph: Sean Smith for the Guardian

The Macpherson report was published in February 1999. It concluded that the
investigation into the death of Stephen Lawrence “was marred by a combination of
professional incompetence, institutional racism and a failure of leadership by senior
officers”. This institutional racism, the report explained, is “the collective failure of an
organisation to provide an appropriate and professional service to people because of
their colour, culture, or ethnic origin. It can be seen or detected in processes, attitudes
and behaviour which amount to discrimination through unwitting prejudice,
ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist stereotyping which disadvantage minority
ethnic people.”
Most importantly, the report described institutional racism as a form of collective
behaviour, a workplace culture supported by a structural status quo, and a consensus
often excused and ignored by authorities. Among its many recommendations, the
report suggested that the police force boost its black representation, and that all
officers be trained in racism awareness and cultural diversity.
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Kent police’s deputy chief constable Bob Ayling spoke to the BBC’s Newsnight
programme that month, calling the Met’s original investigation into Lawrence’s death
“seriously flawed”. Another key witness had come forward, Ayling revealed, but his
testimony had been dismissed. Three phone calls had been made to the police by a
woman who was believed to be close to one of the suspects, but her statements were
not adequately followed up.
A review of forensic evidence eventually led to a new trial of those suspected of
murdering Stephen Lawrence. On 4 January 2012, 19 years after Lawrence’s death,
two out of the five suspected men were finally found guilty and sentenced for his
murder. When Gary Dobson and David Norris killed Lawrence, they were teenagers.
By the time they were jailed, they were adult men, in their mid- to late 30s. While
Stephen Lawrence’s life ended at 18, theirs had continued, unhindered, in part aided
by the police.
Both men received life sentences. When passing the sentence, Mr Justice Treacy
described the crime as a “murder which scarred the conscience of the nation”. It was a
monumental day for Britain, and long overdue. Many were left wondering how the
police had failed so catastrophically, and why justice took so long to come.
For so long, the bar of racism has been set by the activity of white nationalists.
Extremists are always roundly condemned by the big three political parties. The
reactionary white pride sentiment, so often positioned in opposition to social progress,
has never really gone away. It manifests in groups such as the National Front, the
British National party and the English Defence League. Their political activity,
whether it is storming down busy city streets in hoodies and balaclavas, or suited up
and feigning respectability at their political conferences, has real-life consequences for
people who are not white.
If all racism was as easy to spot and denounce as white extremism is, the task of the
anti-racist would be simple. People feel that if a racist attack has not occurred, or the
word “nigger” has not been uttered, an action can’t be racist. If a black person hasn’t
been abused or spat at in the street, it’s not racist. But racism thrives in places where
those in charge do not align themselves with white extremist politics. The problem
must run deeper.
We tell ourselves that good people can’t be racist. We seem to think that true racism
only exists in the hearts of evil people. We tell ourselves that racism is about moral
values, when instead it is about the survival strategy of systemic power. When a large
proportion of the population votes for politicians and political efforts that explicitly
use racism as a campaigning tool, we tell ourselves that such huge sections of the
electorate simply cannot be racist, as that would render them heartless monsters. But
this isn’t about good and bad people.
The covert nature of structural racism is difficult to hold to account. It slips out of your
hands. You can’t spot it as easily as a St George’s flag and a bare belly at an English
Defence League march. It’s much more respectable than that.
I choose to use the word “structural” rather than “institutional” because I think it is
built into spaces much broader than our more traditional institutions. Thinking of the
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big picture helps you see the structures. Structural racism is dozens, or hundreds, or
thousands of people with the same biases joining together to make up one
organisation, and acting accordingly. Structural racism is an impenetrably white
workplace culture set by those people, where anyone who falls outside the culture must
conform or face failure. “Structural” is often the only way to describe what goes
unnoticed – the silently raised eyebrows, the implicit biases, snap judgments made on
assumptions of competency.
In the same year I decided to no longer talk to white people about race, the British
social attitudes survey recorded a significant increase in the number of people who
were happy to admit their own racism. The sharpest rise, according to a Guardian
report, was among “white, professional men between the ages of 35 and 64, highly
educated and earning a lot of money”.
This is what structural racism looks like. It is not just about personal prejudice, but the
collective effects of bias. It is the kind of racism that has the power to drastically affect
people’s life chances. These highly educated, high-earning white men are very likely to
be in positions that influence others’ lives – teaching, prosecuting, examining college
applicants and hiring staff. They are almost certainly the kind of people who set
workplace cultures.
They are unlikely to boast about their politics with colleagues or acquaintances
because of the social stigma attached to holding racist views. Their racism is covert. It
doesn’t reveal itself in spitting at strangers in the street. Instead, it lies in an apologetic
smile while telling a non-white employee that they didn’t get the promotion. It
manifests itself in a CV tossed in the bin because the applicant has a foreign-sounding
name. Racism is woven into the fabric of our world. This demands a collective
redefinition of what it means to be racist and what we must do to end it.
There is much evidence to show that your life chances are impeded if you are black in
Britain. Between 2010-11, the Department for Education found that a black schoolboy
in England was three times more likely to be permanently excluded from school,
compared to the whole school population. Black school leavers were less likely to be
accepted into a high-ranking Russell Group university than their white counterparts.
In 2009, a study by the Department for Work and Pensions found that applications for
jobs to a number of prospective employers were not treated equally: applicants with
white-sounding names were called to interview far more often than those with Africanor Asian-sounding names. Despite this, many insist that any attempt to level the
playing field is special treatment.
Instead of being seen as a solution to a systemic problem, positive discrimination is
frequently singled out as one of the signs of “political correctness gone mad”. Quotas
introduced to balance unequal representation are usually bitterly contested. The
method works a little bit like this: senior people in an organisation realise their
workplace doesn’t reflect the reality of the world they live in (either because of internal
or external pressure), so they implement recruitment strategies to redress the balance.
Quotas have been suggested in many sectors, from politics to sport and theatre, and
they are always followed by a backlash.
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The late Pittsburgh Steelers owner Dan Rooney (left) in 2009. As NFL diversity chairman, Rooney
introduced measures to address the lack of black managers in American football.

In 2002, the National Football League introduced measures to address the lack of
black managers in American football. Named after the NFL’s diversity committee chair
Dan Rooney – who died in April this year – the Rooney rule worked through a rather
mild method of opening up opportunities for people of colour. When a senior coaching
or operations position became available, teams were required to interview at least one
black or minority ethnic person for the job. This was a shortlist requirement only.
Teams were under no obligation to hire that person. The rule wasn’t a quota. Neither
was it enforcing an all-black shortlist, or a rigid percentage target. Instead, it was a
“softly-softly” attempt to rebalance the scales. The Rooney rule was implemented a
year after it was introduced. A decade after the rule’s implementation, evidence
showed that it was working. In those years, 12 new black coaches had been hired across
the US, and 17 teams had been led by either a black or Latino coach, some even in quick
succession. The general consensus was that the sport’s bosses had begun to see
candidates that they wouldn’t have previously considered.
Around the time of the rule’s 10th birthday, its success in the US led to the idea being
floated in British football. For some football bosses, it was a good way to finally leave
the sport’s racist past behind, a way to heal the wounds caused by monkey noises and
bananas thrown at black players. Greg Dyke, then chairman of the Football
Association, confirmed to the BBC in 2014 that the FA’s inclusion advisory board was
considering instituting some version of the rule. In British football, as of 2015, the
statistics were pitiful. Despite black and minority ethnic players accounting for 25% of
those in both divisions, there was only one black manager in the Premier League, and
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just six black managers in the English Football League. There were no black managers
in Scotland’s top four divisions, and just one in the Premier League in Wales.
Still, the thought of implementing the Rooney rule in British football sent the nation
into a spin. Karl Oyston, the chairman of Blackpool FC, called it “tokenism” and “an
absolute insult”. Richard Scudamore, chief executive of the Premier League,
introduced plans to develop a pool of black top-flight coaches instead, and called the
Rooney rule unnecessary. The way it was spoken about, you would have thought that
the FA was asking club owners to walk into their local supermarket and offer their
highest-level jobs to the first black person they saw in the vegetable aisle. In 2016, the
English Football League put forward proposals to make implementation of the Rooney
rule mandatory. The Premier League chose not to entertain the idea – even on a
voluntary basis.
Around the same time as Britain was debating the Rooney rule, a similar debate was
taking place in the country’s boardrooms. Research in 2014 by an executive
recruitment company found that more than half of FTSE 100 companies didn’t have a
single person of colour at board level. In response, the then business secretary, Vince
Cable, announced an optimistic plan to ensure that in just five years 20% of FTSE 100
directors would be from black and minority ethnic backgrounds.
In 2015, a London School of Economics report called for gender quotas in all senior
public and private positions. When a survey in the same year showed that less than
20% of senior managers in the City of London were female, women in the financial
sector began calling for quotas to tackle the problem. Similarly, in a 2013 survey, more
than half of women working in construction – many of whom were employed by
companies in which women accounted for just 10% of the workforce – supported the
idea of quotas.
But when it comes to race, the language is much less definitive. Instead of quotas – the
progress of which can be easily statistically measured – the solutions posed are vague.
In 2015, the head of Ofsted suggested that a programme of positive discrimination be
applied to teaching recruitment, stressing that the ethnic mix of teachers in a given
school should reflect that of its pupils. When he was head of the Greater Manchester
police, Sir Peter Fahy called for a change in equality legislation so that police
constabularies could use positive discrimination when hiring black police officers – he
was sure to let it be known that it wasn’t about “targets”. The problem is that when
there are no hard targets for programmes of positive discrimination, they will always
run the risk of looking like they’re doing something without achieving much at all.
Positive discrimination initiatives are often vehemently opposed. Whenever I am
invited to speak in panel discussions about race and representation, issues of
meritocracy and quotas tend to be high on the audiences’ agenda. The main questions
asked are: do quotas mean that women and people of colour are receiving special
treatment denied to others, and shouldn’t we just judge candidates on merit alone?
The prevailing view is that majority-white leaders in any industry have got there
through sheer hard work alone.
At the core of such opposition is the belief that positive discrimination just isn’t fair –
that whiteness isn’t, in and of itself, a leg-up in the world. But, if it isn’t, how do you
explain the glut of middle-aged white men clogging the upper echelons of most
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professions? We do not live in a meritocracy, and to pretend that simple hard work is
enough to elevate everyone to success is an exercise in wilful ignorance.
Opposing positive discrimination based on the fear of not getting the right people for
the right jobs inadvertently reveals what you think talent looks like, the kind of person
you think it resides within. If the current system worked correctly and hiring practices
were genuinely successful, our workplaces would appear very different from how they
do now.
There was once a time when even I thought that efforts to increase black
representation were suspicious. I didn’t understand why there was a need for them. I
could never understand why, when I was growing up, my mum told me to work twice
as hard as my white counterparts. As far as I was concerned, we were all the same.
When she forwarded me an application form for a diversity scheme at a national
newspaper while I was at university, I felt angry, indignant and ashamed. At first I
resisted applying for it at all. I felt that if I was going to compete with my white peers,
I wanted to do it on a level playing field. After some cajoling on her part, though, I
applied, got through to the interview stage, and eventually landed the internship.
At the time, internship schemes looking for black and minority ethnic participants
seemed unfair to me, but once I got through the door, I realised why they were
necessary: any black people I saw were far more likely to be doing the catering or
cleaning than setting the news agenda.
Structural racism is about how Britain’s relationship with race infects and distorts
equal opportunity. I think that we, as a nation, placate ourselves with the concept of
meritocracy, and by insisting that we just don’t see race. This makes us feel
progressive. But to claim not to see race is to demand compulsory assimilation. Colourblindness does not accept the existence of structural racism or a history of white racial
dominance. Indulging the myth that we are all equal denies the economic, political and
social legacy of a British society that has historically been organised by race.
My blackness has been politicised against my will, because racism has given it
meaning. This is a situation I didn’t choose, but I don’t want it wilfully ignored in an
effort to instil some sort of precarious, false harmony. And, though many are happy to
console themselves with a doctrine of colour-blindness, the huge differences in life
chances between white and non-white people prove that while it may be preached by
our institutions, it is not being practised.
Colour-blindness is used to silence talk about structural racism while we continue to
fool ourselves with the lie of meritocracy. In 2014, I interviewed the black feminist
academic Dr Kimberlé Crenshaw, who elaborated on the politics of colourblindness.
“It’s this idea that, to eliminate race, you have to eliminate all discourse, including
efforts to acknowledge racial structures and hierarchies and address them,” she said.
“It’s those cosmopolitan-thinking, 21st-century, ‘not trying to carry the burdens of the
past and you shouldn’t either’ [people].
“There are people who consider themselves left, progressive and very critical, who have
convinced themselves that the only way to get beyond race is to stop talking about race.
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By taking this stance, they align themselves with the post-racial liberals and self-styled
colour-blind conservatives.”
Colour-blindness is a childish, stunted analysis of racism. It starts and ends at
“discriminating against a person because of the colour of their skin is bad”, without
any accounting for the ways structural power works in these exchanges. This definition
of racism is often used to silence people of colour when we attempt to articulate the
racism we face. When we point this out, we are accused of being racist against white
people, and the avoidance of accountability continues.
The reality is that, in material terms, we are nowhere near equal. This state of play is
violently unjust. The difference that people of colour are all vaguely aware of from
childhood is not benign. It is fraught with racism, racist stereotyping and, for women,
racialised misogyny.
It is nigh-on impossible for children of colour to educate ourselves out of racist
stereotyping, though if we accumulate enough individual wealth, we can pretend that
we are no longer affected by it.
Not seeing race does little to dismantle racist structures or improve the lives of people
of colour. In order to do so, we must see race. We must see who benefits from their
race, who is affected by negative stereotyping of theirs, and on whom power and
privilege is bestowed – not just because of their race, but also their class and gender.
Seeing race is essential to changing the system.
This is an edited extract from Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People about
Race by Reni Eddo-Lodge, published by Bloomsbury Circus on 1 June.

